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Abstract
A wildlife underpass and associated “deer-proof” fence were constructed at Mud Springs Gulch in 1970 to reduce numbers of deer on Interstate 70 (I-70) and to facilitate their movements through a historical migration corridor. Located 6.9 km west of the Town of Vail, Colorado, the underpass is a concrete box 3.05 m high, 3.05 m wide, and 30.5 m long. In July 1997, the Town of Vail completed a recreation path paralleling I-70 between the highway and Gore Creek. Deer move through the underpass from north to south during spring migration. Deer approaching the underpass from the north can clearly see vehicles on the highway and humans on the recreation path. Part of the path is an elevated bridge at the south end of the underpass. Deer exiting the south end of the underpass must travel under the bridge, and if humans are present they are visible and very close to the deer. Concern arose that people on the path would inhibit deer from using the underpass. The Town of Vail funded and participated in a study to address this concern. During spring and early summer, 1998-2000, we studied deer use of the underpass and human use of the path to ascertain potential impacts and develop mitigation.

Beginning in 1998, we monitored the underpass during spring migration with the recreation path closed to humans to determine temporal patterns of deer use and observe deer behavior. We used remote sensing devices, track counts, and an observer hidden in a blind recorded deer behavior and passages through the underpass during daylight hours. Although the underpass had been in service for 27 years, deer appeared reluctant to enter it, and most approached and retreated several times before passing through. Results indicated that most deer used the underpass during early morning daylight hours (range 0600-0900 h, mode 0726 h), a likely peak time period for commuter cyclist traffic. Deer were observed to flee the tunnel entrance area due to vehicular traffic and presence of trespassing cyclists and pedestrians on the path. Thus, deer already agitated by vehicular traffic on the highway were further disturbed by humans on the path.

We designed and conducted a control-treatment experiment in 1999 to evaluate efficacy of using a visual barrier to screen humans on the path from view of deer approaching the north entrance of the underpass. Observations extended from 11 May to 4 July and methods were similar except that visual observations were between 0500 h and 0900 h daily. The Town of Vail constructed a moveable curtain (91.44 m long and 2.44 m high) to serve as a visual barrier between the recreation path and the hillside used by deer approaching the tunnel. We regulated bicycle traffic to arrive at the underpass while deer were closely approaching the north entrance of the tunnel (using volunteer cyclists in radio contact with an observer in the blind). Experimental treatment consisted of alternating 3-day periods with the visual barrier in place and removed. Starting treatment was randomly assigned and 12 days were monitored for each treatment. Sixty-five percent more deer crossed through the underpass when the visual barrier was in place (38) than when it was not (23). Fewer deer appeared disturbed by cyclists when the curtain was in place (16% of 136 deer) than when it was removed (30% of 125 deer).

In 2000, the Town of Vail installed temporary visual barriers on both sides of the path prior to deer spring migration. The path was open to public use and we again monitored responses of deer during the same time
period as in 1999 to verify efficacy of the visual barriers (continuously in place in 2000). In 68 occasions involving deer approaching the north entrance to the underpass when humans were nearby on the path, only 1 of 130 deer appeared disturbed. In 11 occasions when deer were exiting the south end of the underpass while humans were present, only 2 of 20 deer appeared to be frightened and one of these cases involved a pedestrian that stopped on the bridge to look over the barrier. We concluded that visual barriers should greatly reduce disturbance to migrating deer caused by humans on the recreation path and recommendation that solid (versus fabric) barriers be installed for long-term mitigation.
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